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Christopher Le Brun is above all a ‘painter’s painter’, an artist whose focus is on the elements that distinguish 

and define his chosen medium: colour, light and facture or touch. Grouping works made in the past two years 

under the title Composer is an homage to his own love of music that also implies parallels between the structure 

and mood of painting and that of music. In painting, composition refers to the balance of forms and colours 

in space, whereas in music, a composition completes itself in time. Like music, Le Brun’s contemplative works 

require time to be experienced. The difference between the contemporary appetite for instant consumption of 

the familiar and the measured delectation that unfolds in time characteristic of durable art is increasingly clear. 

Arden Reed defines the latter, ‘slow art’, as a lingering set of encounters between viewer and artwork. ‘While 

the canvas does not measurably alter, our experience of it does’, he writes. ‘As we rest with a work, we come 

to see more, and feel differently, than what we remark at first glance.’1 

Within the context of contemporary art, this is a radical proposition and one which describes the experience of 

seeing Le Brun’s paintings. Filled with detail, their multiple layers reveal themselves in the sense that a musical 

composition unfolds in time, from the first to the last note. Ad Reinhardt’s static, iconic monochrome paintings, 

which reveal their imagery only gradually, are an example of slow art. Le Brun’s images take time to be absorbed, 

but they are not fixed. He describes how the idea of composition applies:  

Music has a type of spatial depth, which equates to foreground and background in painting. Marks on the 

topmost surface plane may have a different rhythm or function, contrasting with the slow pace of the whole 

visual field, and I aim for complexity and simultaneous and diverging alternatives within it. Nuanced and 

layered, like thought itself.  

These strokes covering other strokes, which are still vaguely visible like a mirage beneath the surface, create a 

trembling effect analogous to musical vibrations. This, of course, tells us something about how the artist 

apprehends the world and his approach to meaning.  

Le Brun is hardly the first painter to claim music as an inspiration. Indeed, the very origins of abstract art are 

in its analogy to music. Already at the end of the nineteenth century, artists were interested in the 

correspondence between music and visual art. For Wassily Kandinsky, the acknowledged father of abstraction, 
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abstract art had the same properties as music. In his 1910 treatise Concerning the Spiritual in Art, Kandinsky 

described synaesthesia as the transposition of experience from one sense to another, claiming that abstract 

painting was capable of reaching the same heights of emotion as music. Colour was Kandinsky’s means to 

express emotion in painting: ‘Colour is the keyboard, the eyes are the hammers, the soul is the piano with many 

strings. The artist is the hand which plays, touching one key or another purposively, to cause vibrations in the 

soul.’2 This we may say is the aim of Le Brun’s paintings.  

In his latest paintings Le Brun achieves brilliance not through the interaction of adjacent complementary 

colours, in the manner of painters from the Impressionists to Hans Hofmann, Josef Albers and the colour field 

painters who derive from them, but rather by layering colours one on top of the other. The surface layer stops 

short of the edges of the canvas, reminding us of how Cezanne left the corners of his last paintings bare, and 

that no matter how much depth may be suggested, the painting is all surface.  

Le Brun is a superb draughtsman and the gradual effacement of the figure must have been a difficult sacrifice. 

Early in his career, he employed image, symbol and mythology at a time when Minimalism and formalist 

painting were in the ascendant. He first gained public notice as the emerging bright star of English painting 

though his presence in Zeitgeist, the 1982 Berlin exhibition that made Neo-Expressionist figuration fashionable. 

His work was grouped with the heroic Wagnerian drama of the younger Germans like Lupertz, Kiefer and 

Baselitz.  

While, in a sense, Le Brun may be characterised as a gestural painter, the gestures and marks he makes with the 

brush come from the hand more than the arm or body, as in what are termed Expressionist styles. Following 

this connection, it is interesting to note that some of the painters of the New York School, such as Phillip 

Guston and Joan Mitchell, considered themselves Abstract Impressionists. In fact, Le Brun belongs to a 

tradition of painters who focus on colour as light, beginning with the Venetians such as Guardi and Canaletto. 

He reinterprets, in a modern idiom, the fine, animated brushstrokes of the eighteenth century Venetian 

technique, pittura di tocco (of touch). In his 1873 History of the Renaissance, Walter Pater wrote, ‘if we continue to 

dwell in thought on this world, not of objects in the solidity with which language invests them, but of 

impressions unstable, flickering, inconsistent, which burn and are extinguished with our consciousness of them 

[...] the whole scope of observation is dwarfed to the narrow chamber of the individual mind.’3
 
Pater could be 

describing the painting of Christopher Le Brun.  

Le Brun says that at that time of Zeitgeist he was ‘trying to raise the stakes of painting. I understood the moves 

of the Abstract Expressionists in relationship to what had come before, but I was in a different position, 
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thinking, these painters are the greatest of our time. Now what can be done?’ Part of his answer was to look to 

his own native culture, specifically to the example of JMW Turner, who, he believes, always tried to make the 

entirely encapsulating masterpiece.  

If any form can be seen to attempt that it is surely opera. The late Romantic composers and moderns such as 

Schoenberg and Scriabin particularly appeal to Le Brun’s sensibility. Marking a counterpoint moment in this 

phase of his work is Walton (2013). Inspired by William Walton’s opera Troilus and Cressida (1954)4 it had the 

names of the compoaser and the opera written on the canvas. Ultimately Le Brun paitnined the entire canvas a 

dense crimson red, exposing only traces of the many layers beneath. The integration of the surface layer with 

the layers of paint below presaged the imagery of his recent paintings, in which the present, i.e. the surface, 

conceals or reveals details of what has gone before in the layers of brushwork covering earlier pentimenti that 

exist as evidence of the painting’s past. His 2014 painting Pelléas refers to Claude Debussy’s opera Pelléas et 

Mélisande (1902), which was based on Maurice Maeterlinck’s Symbolist play about doomed lovers in a faraway 

kingdom. The large horizontal canvas is dominated by a blue mass tinged with green on top and blue on the 

bottom, floating in a red sea that turns orange as it descends.  

Symphony (2016) is a powerful composition based on the dispersal of chords of green, and shades of red from 

pink to orange, whose force suggests storms as violent as those that Turner pictured. However, these are not 

flat fields of colour, but an infinite series of repeated brushstrokes interwoven like tapestry. His paintings are 

meant for both close and distant inspection, but the spectator is not immersed in a field larger than peripheral 

vision, as one is in Monet’s Nymphéas (1914–26) or in the vast horizontal expanse of Barnet Newman’s 

abstractions. Colours are not only mixed on a palette in the manner of the old masters, they are layered one 

over another in a technique that recalls the process of creating intaglio prints, etchings and aquatints, in which 

plates can be altered in successive states.  

The symbiosis between painting and printmaking is one of the signal inventions of modern art. Rauschenberg, 

Johns, Stella are all artists whose work is critically altered by their knowledge of printmaking techniques. With 

Johns, crosshatching becomes a principle subject of his paintings. Rauschenberg, like Warhol, adopted the 

technique of silk- screening to produce images directly on canvas without depicting them. Stella compressed 

space and applied multiple overlays in a process derived from complex printmaking techniques, transferring 

images from one surface to another.  

So in this context it is important to note that Le Brun is a master printmaker working with media which have 

																																																								
4 By striking out and covering so dramatically, he was calling attention as much to the opera’s tragic theme as to the poor critical 
reception this untimely late Romantic work received.  



in turn influenced his practice as a painter. Seria Ludo5 is a series of woodcuts he commenced in 2015 directly 

preceding this new body of paintings. It involved nothing more complex than cutting and gouging out the 

surface of the wood block and then printing the image with the pressure of the hand. This deceptive simplicity 

nevertheless achieves complexity and nuance, and the experience has been directly carried over into the current 

paintings to create mysterious images that marry surface with under-painting. In this new group of works we 

are intensely aware of the processes of erasure or obscuring by layering on paint, either with a palette knife or 

a variety of brushes. In some instances, the point of the knife has been used dramatically to draw into or cut 

away the surface. In this way the tension between covering and revealing that has always been an essential 

characteristic of Le Brun’s work, and is the very essence of etching and woodblock printing, continues to play 

a paramount role, creating drama and mystery as forms or images and passages are veiled.  

Ultimately one comes to understand that the ‘composer’ of the exhibition’s title painting is also a conductor, 

who stands in for the painter who creates the composition. Indeed Composer (2016) is a self-portrait of the artist 

as he feels today: confident, assertive, free to disclose that which lies beneath. It is an indication of an intense 

emotional life expressed as abstractly as it is in music.  

 

 

																																																								
5 The Latin phrase serial udo translates as ‘serious matters treated in a playful spirit.’ Can on ebe serious and playful at the same time? 
Yes, if play is considered the essence of creativity, as Johan Huizinga describes in Homo Ludens (1938).  


